Mars Express, which operates between 0.1 and 5.5 MHz, suffered from a complete blackout for 10 days in September 2017 when observing on the nightside (a rare occurrence). Moreover, the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, which operates at 20 MHz, also suffered a blackout for three days when operating on both dayside and nightside. We propose that these blackouts are caused by solar energetic particles of few tens of keV and above associated with an extreme space weather event between 10 and 22 September 2017, as recorded by the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission. Numerical simulations of energetic electron precipitation predict that a lower O 2 + nighttime ionospheric layer of magnitude~10 10 m −3 peaking at~90-km altitude is produced.
Introduction
Precipitation of energetic charged particles as well as ablation of interplanetary dust particles can produce a prompt rise in the electron density of the ionosphere of Mars below 100 km, where the plasma density is typically very low (e.g., Espley et al., 2007; Lillis et al., 2018; Molina-Cuberos et al., 2003; Pesnell & Grebowsky, 2000) . At these altitudes, the electron-neutral collision frequency is of the same order as the high frequency (HF) of the radars. Therefore, if electrons are present, radio waves at these frequencies can be attenuated, or in the worst case, totally absorbed. Consequently, a severe degradation of performance of radio-based instruments such as radars and sounders as well as navigation and communication systems can occur (e.g., Withers, 2011) . Previous research has shown that radio blackouts at Mars may occur more often than expected (e.g., Espley et al., 2007) and with long-lasting effects, especially after strong space weather activity. Therefore, a good understanding of this phenomenon is needed on the eve of the era of the human exploration of Mars.
It is known that solar energetic particles (SEPs; e.g., Espley et al., 2007; Němec et al., 2014) , corotating interaction regions (CIRs; e.g., Morgan et al., 2010) , interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs; e.g., Andrews et al., 2016; Campbell et al., 2014; Morgan et al., 2014) , meteoric showers (e.g., Molina-Cuberos et al., 2003; Pesnell & Grebowsky, 2000; Witasse et al., 2001) , and areas over closed crustal magnetic field lines (e.g., Němec et al., 2015) can cause some radar disruptions. All these scenarios are believed to produce a rise in the electron density of the lower ionosphere below 100 km, where even a small amount of extra ionization significantly increases the signal attenuation (e.g., Nielsen et al., 2007) . Some work suggests that solar protons of tens of MeV could be the cause for these absorption layers, similar to the polar cap absorption events at Earth (e.g., Morgan et al., 2006; Sheel et al., 2012) . However, electron precipitation is considered to be the dominant source of ionization in Mars' nightside upper atmosphere (e.g., Fillingim et al., 2007; Fox et al., 1993; Leblanc et al., 2006; Lillis et al., 2011 Lillis et al., , 2018 Lillis & Fang, 2015) , together with plasma transport.
On September 2017, after one of the strongest space weather energetic particle events of the latest 15 years hit Mars, the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS) on board Mars Express (MEX) and the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) suffered long-lasting signal blackouts for several days. It appears that this blackout event was caused by a global absorption layer, including the deep-nightside region (total darkness). The locations of the blackouts are shown in Figure 1 and in the supporting information file. Its long duration is itself remarkable, as it suggests that a near-permanent lower ionospheric layer globally stopped HF communications with the surface for several days. Moreover, the fact that the layer was also formed on the deep nightside is of great interest, as radars typically work better in that region because the critical plasma frequency of the ionosphere (as determined by the peak electron density) is typically well below the radar carrier frequency (e.g., Cartacci et al., 2013 Cartacci et al., , 2018 Mouginot et al., 2008; Safaeinili et al., 2003 Safaeinili et al., , 2007 Sánchez-Cano, Morgan, et al., 2015) ; that is, the ionosphere is very tenuous (Girazian, Mahaffy, Lillis, Benna, Elrod, Jakosky, 2017; Girazian, Mahaffy, Lillis, Benna, Elrod, Jakosky, Fowler, et al., 2017) .
The objective of this work is to assess the properties of such a putative lower ionospheric layer that was created on the deep nightside during September 2017. The main aim is to understand which ionizing agent can create such layers, as well as the electron densities required at different altitudes to inhibit the radar link to the ground.
Space Weather Context
Figures 2a-2c display Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission observations as a function of time for the period 4-29 September 2017. The irradiance data are taken from the ExtremeUltraviolet (EUV) monitor in the wavelengths 0.1-7 nm (Eparvier et al., 2015) , and the ion and electron differential flux spectra are from the Solar Energetic Particle instrument (hereinafter MAVEN-SEP) . Only data from the MAVEN-SEP1 sensor's forward look direction have been plotted, although we note that both forward and rear look directions show similar observations. The Active Region (AR) 12673 at the western limb of the solar disk during September 2017 was very productive in terms of Earth-directed X-class solar flares and ICMEs (e.g., Jiggens et al., 2018; Redmon et al., 2018) . The same AR also emitted a X8.2-class flare on 10 September 2017 starting at~15:35 UT and peaking at 16:06 UT, and released a powerful CME at~15:54 UT (Guo et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018) . At Mars, 160°from Earth in the ecliptic plane, the peak of the flare was observed at 16:11 (~5 min after Earth; Figure 2a ). SEP electrons (20-200 keV) started to arrive at Mars at~19:20 UT (~3 hr later; Figure 2c ), and ions (20 keV-6 MeV) at~22:00 UT (~6 hr later; Figure 2b ). Lee et al. (2018) showed that 15-220 MeV SEP protons also penetrated the MAVEN-SEP instrument from~22:00 UT, although direct energy flux measurements are not available as the instrument is optimized to measure 20 keV-6 MeV protons. Both SEP electrons and ions (Figures 2b and 2c) show a sharp flux increase on 12 September 2017 (reddish colors) when the ICME shock passed over Mars. After that, SEP electrons gradually decreased over 13 days until 23 September, but with a small enhancement on 18 September caused by another solar flare (Figures 2a and 2c) . In contrast, SEP ions sharply decreased on 14 September when the ICME completed its passage past Mars. After that, the ion flux was very low until 20 September, when there was a further notable rise (reddish colors) most probably caused by the passage of the flank of another ICME magnetically well connected to Mars (see ENLIL run at https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/database_ SH/Leila_Mays_120817_SH_9.php; Lee et al., 2018) .
Radar Attenuation

MARSIS and SHARAD Observations
The MARSIS radar on board Mars Express (Chicarro et al., 2004 ) is a nadir-looking pulse-limited radar sounder with a 40-m dipole antenna. The radar has two different operational modes (e.g., Orosei et al., 2015; Picardi et al., 2004) : (1) a subsurface mode designed to sound the surface and subsurface of the planet with frequencies centered at 1.8, 3, 4, and 5 MHz. Two different frequencies are transmitted in sequence with a small delay (450 μs) between them to avoid the possibility of overlapping during the receiving phase. The selection of the transmitted frequencies mainly depends on the solar zenith angle (SZA) conditions at the time of the observations. Both transmitted bandwidths are always chosen to be well above the critical plasma frequency of the ionosphere below, in order to be able to propagate with the smallest possible degradation. For this study, 3 and 4 MHz were the operational MARSIS frequencies since the observations were planned to be collected during the nightside.
(2) An Active Ionospheric Sounding (AIS) mode designed to sound the topside ionosphere from the spacecraft location up to the critical plasma frequency of the ionosphere with a sweep of frequencies between 0.1 and 5.5 MHz. In AIS mode, the radar frequencies can also be reflected from the Martian surface if the carrier frequency is larger than the critical plasma frequency, and the total electron content of the bottomside ionosphere is thin enough not to attenuate the signals. Complementary to MARSIS, the SHARAD radar onboard Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (Zurek & Smrekar, 2007) also sounds the Martian surface-subsurface with a linear chirp signal centered at 20 MHz and a bandwidth of 10 MHz , which is always higher than the critical plasma frequency.
Figures 3a-3b show several radargrams from MARSIS and SHARAD. A radargram is a 2-D backscattered power image of the surface-subsurface reflections built from the radar measurements along the orbit. Time delay is typically plotted on the vertical axis and the along-track distance on the horizontal axis. The brightness of the pixel is a function of the strength of the echo measured in decibels (dB). During September 2017, MARSIS was sampling the southern hemisphere of Mars on the deep nightside, although not on every MEX orbit. SHARAD in contrast was sampling both dayside and nightside, and both hemispheres due to MRO's Sun-synchronous low 250 × 320 km orbit. Different symbols in Figure 2d show the timing when MARSIS and SHARAD were in operation. Empty symbols indicates when both radars observed a reflection from the surface, and filled symbols when the surface reflection was not received (i.e., the radars were transmitting but not receiving signals). In addition, a green diamond indicates when the surface reflection was highly blurry for the SHARAD radar. While the blackout lasted at least~10 days for both MARSIS operational modes, the blackout lasted only~3 days for SHARAD because radio absorption processes are frequency-dependent (see section 4). Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that SEP electrons were present during the entire period of the radar blackout and therefore suggests that precipitating Figure 1 . MEX, MRO, and MAVEN orbits in the z-x MSO plane. The rest of the orbital planes as well as the latitude-longitude coordinates can be found in the supporting information. The Sun is to the right. A grey dash-dotted line indicates the magnetic pileup boundary position (Edberg et al., 2008) , and a grey dashed line the bow shock position . electrons, rather than ions, were responsible for the creation of a lower nightside ionospheric layer that absorbed the radar signals (see section 6 for details).
Estimation of the Attenuation
To estimate the MARSIS radar attenuation during this event, we have compared the signal power versus delay time for orbit 17362 (one of those affected by the blackout) with previous orbits close in time when 
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics the radars operated at the same frequency, on the nonilluminated nightside (SZA >130°), and over the same region of the planet. Orbit 17362 was chosen because the surface area tracked by MARSIS is sufficiently flat for a region of the southern hemisphere, in order to minimize the topography and composition effect on the signal power reflected back to the radar. Only radargrams from the nadir-pointing direction are used in this analysis. Peaks at 1.7-1.9 × 10 −4 s in Figure 4a correspond to the power signal reflection of the Martian surface in orbits not affected by the blackout. The average power signal of the surface reflection in this area is 60 dB for 4 MHz, and 59 dB for 3 MHz. During the space weather event (black profiles; Figure 4a ), the MARSIS signal power fell to the background noise level that was on average 24 ± 9 dB for 4 MHz and 25 ± 9 dB for 3 MHz for the whole orbit. We define the noise uncertainty as 1.5 times the standard deviation of the noise in Figures 4a and 4b . The proposed noise threshold is a reasonable solution in order to identify with good accuracy the leading edge of the signal that is critical for correct estimations of the signal travel time. Therefore, after considering the difference between the nominal power signal and the noise level, the radar signals were attenuated by at least 36 ± 9 dB for 4 MHz and 34 ± 9 dB for 3 MHz. Assuming that this attenuation operates in both directions (spacecraft-surface-spacecraft), the lower limit attenuation that we can estimate for one way is at least 18 ± 9 and 17 ± 9 dB for 4 and 3 MHz, respectively.
The same procedure was carried out for the SHARAD radar at 20 MHz. Previous orbits over the same flat region of orbit 52179 were compared (Figure 4b ), obtaining a two-way attenuation of 19.0 ± 3.3 dB, and a one-way attenuation of 9.5 ± 3.3 dB. We note that the sign of the MARSIS and SHARAD power signals are different because both instruments have a different reference level. This is not an issue for our study, as we are estimating the absolute value of the attenuation on each radar separately.
Radio Attenuation Theory
A radar signal (electromagnetic wave) crossing the Martian ionosphere can experience four different effects (Campbell et al., 2014; Safaeinili et al., 2003) : (1) an increase in the time delay with respect to that expected from the speed of light in vacuum, (2) distortion of the signal phase due to the frequency dependence of the refractive index (radar signals close to the critical frequency of the ionosphere), (3) attenuation of the signal amplitude that is controlled by thermal electron collisions with the neutrals, and (4) Faraday rotation effects over strong crustal magnetic field regions (this effect is minor compared to attenuation (Safaeinili et al., 2003) ). In this work, radar signals are expected to be totally lost mainly due to attenuation processes since the operational frequencies of both radars are much larger than the expected ionospheric critical frequency of the normal ionosphere (see section 5), while this new absorbing layer is expected to be formed below 100 km where the neutral atmosphere is denser. Nevertheless, we note that for those cases when the surface is highly blurry (Figure 4b ), large signal phase delays must have been as important as absorption processes.
Neglecting any effect of Mars' crustal magnetic fields, radio waves can be attenuated during their propagation through the ionosphere as described by equation (1). We neglect the effect of the crustal fields because their influence on radio-propagation can be considered weak (Nielsen et al., 2007) , and also, because the radio blackouts occurred everywhere over the planet and not only over crustal field areas (see Figure 1 and supporting information). Combining equations (1) and (2), the attenuation can be rewritten as equation (3).
where A is the attenuation in dB/m; Im is the imaginary term; f and f P are the carrier and plasma frequencies respectively in Hz; c is the speed of light; ν is the momentum-transfer electron-neutral collision frequency in s −1 , and N e is the electron density in m −3 .
In the lower ionosphere, the main neutral component is carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), and therefore, ν can be set equal to the electron-CO 2 collision frequency (Witasse et al., 2001) . In this study, we use the well-accepted ν formula described by Schunk and Nagy (2009), using equation (4) which is based on Itikawa (1978) , who considers the electron temperature, T e , and CO 2 neutral density, n, as inputs.
Since ν is directly proportional to n, ν increases with decreasing altitude, and this results in a larger radar absorption in the lower atmosphere. Consequently, even a very small ionospheric layer at low altitude has a larger effect on the attenuation than the main dayside layer peaking at 130-140 km (Witasse et al., 2001 ).
Ionospheric Modeling
In order to assess the main properties of the lower ionospheric layer created during this event, we use the Mars version of the numerical/physical Institut de Recherche en Astrophysique et Planétologie (IRAP) plasmasphere-ionosphere model (IPIM) (Marchaudon & Blelly, 2015) . IPIM is based on the TRANSCAR and TRANSMARS codes (e.g., Blelly et al., 1996 Blelly et al., , 2005 Morel et al., 2004; Ramírez-Nicolás et al., 2016; Sánchez-Cano, Lester, et al., 2015; Sánchez-Cano et al., 2018; Witasse, 2000; Witasse et al., 2002 Witasse et al., , 2003 , in which transport equations for the ionized species are based on a 16 moment approximation, and the suprathermal electron fluxes are computed after solving their steady state transport equation. The model also takes into account for primary and secondary collisions with the neutrals and excitation and ionization processes, either by solar radiation illumination or electron impact (Blelly et al., 2019 , and H + ) in the Martian ionosphere. Other ion species are not considered in this study because their densities are several orders of magnitude smaller. The simulation was performed for the prevailed conditions during the MARSIS observations (i.e., similar solar activity level, solar zenith angle, and planet location) on 10 September 2017, at 23:00:00 UT, at the beginning of the Mars space weather event. Since Figure 2 strongly suggests that electrons were responsible for this blackout, a flux of downward precipitating electrons at 500 km was included in the model as a source of ionization (Figure 5a ). This precipitating electron flux was fitted only to the MAVEN-SEP observations for the higher energies (above 20 keV) as we are sure that these electrons are not originating from Martian environment. We did not considered MAVEN Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) observations at low altitude because they were taken when MAVEN was on the dayside, and there was a strong risk that we account for photoelectrons in the precipitation flux when this simulation is focused on the deep nightside. The simulation considers different scattering angles with respect to the vertical, being positive for the downward direction and negative for the upward direction. Figure 5a also shows the electron flux at two different altitudes. At 500 km, most of the flux precipitates in the downward direction with almost no scattering due to upper boundary conditions for the flux and low atmospheric densities. At 70 km, the flux is isotropic due to scatter on a denser atmosphere. Only secondary electrons remain at lower energies (~1-50 eV). Although the input flux is mainly in the range~10 keV (based on MAVEN-
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics SEP observations; Figure 5a ), we clearly see a low-energy contribution (below 500 eV) present at all altitudes resulting from secondary electrons created by collisions on neutrals. This is also observed when plotting the flux profile with altitude. Figure 5b shows the flux profile of four selected energies in Figure 5a . Large energies, such as 10 keV, have a primary contribution to the atmosphere around~90-100 km. However, lower energies such as 500 eV, as said before, have two kinds of contributions: a direct one above 100 km and a secondary one caused by secondary electron production at~60-70 km. Figure 6 shows the electron penetration depth as a function of energy. It was obtained by calculating the electron production rate associated with a mono-energetic beam of electron precipitation flux for energy in the range 50 eV-100 keV, and then assuming that the altitude for which the electron production rate reaches a maximum (white line) corresponds to the altitude where the precipitating electrons are stopped (Rees, 1989) . For energies higher than 500 eV, the white line is split into two as particles are deposited at two different altitudes: the lower one corresponds to direct penetration of the very energetic population, while the upper one is caused by secondary electron production in the atmosphere. This figure indicates that electrons of energy 10 keV are able to penetrate at least down to 60 km. By using a precipitation flux fitted on MAVEN-SEP data, we get the ion density profiles shown in Figure 5c . The simulation predicts that precipitation of energetic electrons created a layer mainly composed by O 2 + , and NO + below~60 km, with a maximum density of~10 10 m −3 at~90 km. The width of the layer corresponds to the split discussed in Figure 6 . The altitude of this layer agrees well with previous observations of the nightside ionosphere using the radio science technique when solar energetic particle precipitation occurred, although not as intense as for this event. However, the magnitude of the simulation layer for this event is several orders of magnitude larger than the previous nightside observations because of the larger precipitating fluxes. The density of this simulated layer is comparable to densities of the dayside ionospheric secondary peak, which is typically found at 110 km (e.g., Sánchez-Cano et al., 2013 .
The radar attenuation caused by this layer was then estimated using the simulation outputs. Figure 5e shows the ν profile obtained from equation (4), and the modeled electron and neutral temperatures (cyan and red, respectively) and CO 2 density (blue) in Figure 5d . The simulation solves the energy balance for thermal electrons and the electron temperature profile results mainly from the thermal equilibrium between cooling by neutrals and ions and heating by suprathermal electrons. The ν profile is in very good agreement with previous estimates (e.g., Nielsen et al., 2007; Witasse et al., 2001) . To a first approximation, Figure 5e also shows at which altitude range each radar frequency will suffer its largest attenuation (i.e., when f equals ν). For MARSIS (4 MHz), the attenuation is more efficient at~70 km, while it is at~58 km for SHARAD (20 MHz). Finally, Figure 5f shows the attenuation profiles with altitude for three different frequencies, based on equations (2)- (4), and on Figures 5c-5e. All of them peak at~70 km. Another way of showing these results is in the form of cumulative attenuation profiles, as in Figure 5g . The total attenuation for each f is obtained by integrating each attenuation profile in Figure 5f , giving 79, 50, and 4 dB attenuation for 3, 4, and 20 MHz, respectively. Therefore, the attenuation caused by the lower ionospheric layer was large enough to cause the radar attenuation measured by MARSIS, and of the same order of the attenuation measured by SHARAD (section 3.2).
In order to determine the minimum ionization which is able to produce a signal loss at a certain height, we have estimated how much the total attenuation varies with small changes in density and altitude. Figure 7 left panel shows the total attenuation behavior with frequency for a N e profile with the same peak density and shape as in Figure 5c but formed at different altitudes (color-coded). For reference, the measured MARSIS and SHARAD attenuations are also indicated. The total attenuation is larger for smaller frequencies as expected, and also, for lower peak altitudes. For MARSIS, the attenuation caused by a layer with magnitude~10 10 m −3 and similar shape to Figure 5c at 100 km (or lower) would be sufficient to explain the radar Figure 6 . Electron penetration depth versus energy. The while line indicates the altitude where the precipitating electrons are stopped. The upper white line at energy >500 eV is related to secondary electrons, while the lower one is related to the primary electrons.
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blackout. For SHARAD, it would be sufficient if it were below 85 km. Figure 7 right panel shows the total attenuation behavior with frequency for a N e profile with the same peak altitude and shape as in Figure 5 c but formed with different peak densities (color-coded). As before, the total attenuation is larger for lower frequencies, and in this case, for higher peak densities. For MARSIS, the attenuation caused by a layer of magnitude 3.5 × 10 9 m −3 (or higher) at 90 km would be sufficient to explain the radar blackout.
For SHARAD, it would be sufficient with 4.2 × 10 11 m −3 .
Discussion
It is generally accepted that during a SEP event, nightside electron densities are substantially enhanced, and consequently, surface reflections from radar wave propagation tend to disappear (e.g., Espley et al., 2007; Němec et al., 2014) . However, these absorbing ionospheric layers formed at low altitude have never been directly measured at Mars, making the estimates of their main characteristics difficult. One of the major difficulties is to understand the cause of the long duration of these blackouts (several days) because the lifetime of the main ionospheric ion, O 2 + , is of the order of a few minutes due to fast dissociative recombination with electrons (Bones et al., 2015) . Therefore, the ionization source must be continuous in all these cases for a level of several days, which is rare for a space weather event. An alternative interpretation of these events is that the layer is composed of metallic ions such as Mg + and Fe + , as in sporadic layers in the terrestrial lower E region (Plane, 2003) . These atomic ions have a relatively long lifetime against neutralization because radiative recombination with electrons is relatively slow, so they first need to form molecular ions (Plane et al., 2018) . In the case of space weather events, it is not clear whether the main sources of ionization are solar wind electrons or protons. Most of the previous studies suggested that energetic solar wind protons seem to be responsible (e.g., Morgan et al., 2006; Němec et al., 2015; Sheel et al., 2012) . However, Ulusen et al. (2012) found that in four of the six events that they studied, an increase in electron density below 100 km occurred caused by electrons of 10-20 keV energy, which is consistent with the event in the present study. Considering that the ionization source must be continuous in order to explain the long life-time duration of the absorption O 2 + layer below 100 km, Figure 2 shows that only the continuous enhanced SEP electron flux for~10 days is able to explain all the radar blackouts seen by both spacecraft because the SEP ion flux was very low 
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics (nearly the same level as that before the space weather event hit Mars) during some periods where blackouts were observed, like for example on the 18-20 September period. Moreover, it was demonstrated with the ionospheric simulation (see Figure 5 ) in which a precipitation electron flux with the same characteristics as during this event was included. Of course an enhanced SEP proton flux could have contributed to even larger ionization levels, should their flux be high enough. Moreover, the radar attenuation could have been increased by the fact that the nightside electron precipitation was larger over crustal magnetic field regions. However, we note that SHARAD also suffered blackouts while sampling the northern hemisphere (far from crustal fields; see Figure 1 and supporting information), and MARSIS while sampling nonmagnetized areas (such as longitudes~0-90°; see Figure 1 and supporting information).
Another question to discuss is the fact that energetic particles from the solar wind end up impacting on the nightside atmosphere of Mars. The MAVEN mission has revealed that diffuse aurora can be found at any location on the Martian nightside and is caused by SEPs, specifically electrons accelerated to energies of 100 keV at the Sun and heliospheric shock fronts (Schneider et al., 2015) . For the time period of this study in September 2017, a 25 times brighter diffuse aurora was observed and detectable over the entire visible nightside. Schneider et al. (2018) showed that this aurora emission was originated from an altitude of~60 km in the atmosphere, which agrees well with the altitude in which the radio signals of both MARSIS and SHARAD radars were lost.
As shown in Figure 2 , MARSIS operated in the active ionospheric mode during one orbit when the ICME was transiting Mars. Harada et al. (2018) reported that during this event the nightside peak electron density increased to unusually high values of ∼1-2 × 10 10 m −3 at around 120 km. The magnitude of this reported layer is of the same order as our model results in Figure 5c . However, the reported altitude of the maximum peak is~30 km higher than our simulations. A possible reason for this altitude discrepancy is that the electron flux in the simulation includes suprathermal electrons that are produced by high-energy precipitating electrons above 20 keV. Since lower energy precipitating electrons are not considered, we lack secondary electrons of energy typically in the energy range 100-1,000 eV which would produce ions at altitudes higher than 100 km (see Figure 5) . Therefore, our simulation should be considered as a low-limit estimation for altitudes larger than 100 km, where more ionization could have occurred. Nevertheless, higher-altitude ionization does not significantly change the radio absorption profile, which is the main focus of this paper. Another possible reason could be due to the process of deriving altitudes from MARSIS-AIS data, which is not straightforward (e.g., Morgan et al., 2013; Sánchez-Cano et al., 2012 . In particular, the local plasma density measured at the spacecraft is needed for the computation of the altitude profile on the nightside, which is usually difficult to assess, giving uncertainties of tens of kilometers (Andrews et al., 2013; Morgan et al., 2013) . This question will be addressed in a future study.
Finally, attenuation estimates from this study agree well with previous theoretical (Witasse et al., 2001; Withers, 2011) and empirical studies (Espley et al., 2007; Morgan et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2007) , although we note that all of them were related to dayside or post-terminator regions rather than the deep nightside where our observations come from.
Conclusions
We have reported a long HF radar blackout, as shown in the data of the two current radars operating at Mars, MARSIS and SHARAD, during the strong space weather event in September 2017 (Lee et al., 2018) . Our interpretation is that the loss of signal is due to the formation of a lower ionospheric layer that absorbed HF radar waves, similar to polar cap absorption or D-layer absorption processes on Earth. Modeling shows that this ionospheric layer, created by SEP electrons, rather than previously proposed SEP protons, has a density of~10 10 m −3 peaking at 90 km, and is mainly composed of O 2 + with a lesser contribution of NO + .
This work allows us to identify the need for careful assessments of radar performances for future operational systems. Since these low ionospheric layers produce radar signal losses at least between 3 and 20 MHz, the outcome of this work allows a better assessment of high-frequency radar performances during future space weather events. In those cases, a good characterization of the low ionosphere is necessary for radar operations (and other instruments that use HF radio links), operational planning, and for communications with the Martian surface in the HF range. This case also gives the possibility for the radar teams to flag the quality of data for the legacy archive.
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